
the Optixn- Skape and Oriienta~ion 
d arGeenk0-.an tke Basis of Total Radiation 

avdddity 

Greenhouse is a feasible option for sustainable crop 
production in the regions of adverse climatic conditions. For a 
succe5sM greenhouse design, the selection of shape iind 
orientation is of paramount importance. 

In this study, three most commonly used single span shapes 
of greenhouses namely even-spin, uneven-span and vinery 
type have be& selected for comparison. The length, width 
and height (at the center) are kept same for all the selected 
shapes. The relevance of this paper was to develop a thermal 
model using MATLAB program for computing transmitted 
total solar radiation (beam, diffused and ground reflected) at 
each hour, for eaekrnonth and tit any latitude for the seIected 
geometry greenhouses (through each wall, inclined surfaces 
and roofs) for both east-west and north-south orientation. 
The computed transmitted solar radiation is then introduced 
into another thermal model that is developed using MATLAB 
program to compute hourly inside air temperature for each 
shape and orientation. Statistical validation is carried out for 
the former model using solar radiation data for horizontal 
surface at (280 35'N and 770 12'E), New Delhi, India and (19Q 
07'N and 720 51'E), Mumbai, India. 

At 19oN latitude, uneven-span shape greenhouse receives 
10% more yearly average solar radiation as compared to 
even-span shape greenhouse whereas vinery shape to' 
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receives 12% less yearly average solar radiation as compared 
to even-span shape. Similarly, at 280N latitude, unevenspan 
shape to receives 8% more average radiation as compared to 
even-span shape whereas vinery shape kxeives 10% less 
.yearly average solar radiation as compared to even-span 
shape. Results above show that east-west orientation of 
uneven-span solar greenhouse is, the best suited durirrg each 
month for both analyzed-latitudes. 

The developed model is very simple and has provided 
understanding to climate control process inside the 
greellhouse. 

Keywards: Greenhouse; Solar energy; Solar radiation; Greenhouse 
shapes; Them1 modeling 

Introduction 

- The xqin purpose of a gr&&e is to provide an 
environment c 6  -ducive to p&t production on a year-round basis or 
td extend thy gr-wing season. Greenhouses work by trapping heat 
from the sun. The glass panels of the greenhouse let in light but keep 
heat from escaping. CFis causes the greenhouse to heat up, much like 
the .inside of a car parkea in sunlight, and keeps the plants warm 
enough to live in the winter. 

Greenhouses are used extensively by botanists; commeraal 
plant growers, and dedicaGd gardeners. Partic&ly in cool &mates1 
greenhouses are wful far growing and propagating plants because 
they both aIbw sunlight to e&er and prevent heat from escaping. The 
transparent covering of the greentr~use allows visible light to enter 
unhindered, where it warms the interior as it is absorbcd by the 
materid within. The transparent covering also prevents the heat from 
leaving by reflecting the energy back into the interior and preventing 
outside win& from carrying it away, 

The environment h i d e  a greenhouse is dependent on many 
factors including the time of year, the amount and duration of natural 
sunlightI- the relative humidityt the size and type of equipment and 
$mcture and the type of plants growing in the housee Total solar 
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m d h i i g n .  received bya &reenhouse at a parti& h e  and bcatiam 
tibpends upon its shspe as well as orientaton,, which ullimaeelY 
det- the insid& air temperature. Air temperah&! is ane of the 
most dcmiqmt pzmam&m affecting the p h t  growth. It is already 
established that inside air temperature of a passive gmimhouse 
directly depends upon zhe anhie  air temperature, thesolar radiation 
intensity, the overall heat trartsk? cdeBcient, the 'cover rnateriai and 
the wind velocity (Sethi, 2009) 

The selection of optimum shape and orientation of a 
greenhouse can lower the heating and cooling loads of the installed 
systems thereby saving a lot of operating cost, Hence, in this study, an 
attempt has been made to select the most suitable shape and 
orientation of a greenhouse on the basis of total solar radiation 
availability for different latitudes in the northern hemisphere. 

The main objective of this project is to carry out a study on the 
three most commonly used single span shapes of greenhouses ( even 
span, uneven span and vinery) keeping their length, width and height 
the same. 

Materials and Methods 

A mathematical model forL computing transmitted total solar 
radia6on (beam, diffuse arid ground Mected) at each hour, for each 
month and at any latitude for -the selected geometry greenhouses 
(through each all, inclined surfaces and roofs) is deve1oped using 
MATLAB program for both east-west and north-south orientation. 
Experimental validation is carried out for the former model using solar 
radiation data for horizontal surface at (280 35N and 770 WE), New 
Delhi, India and (190 07% and 720 51fE), Mumbai, India. 

Practical t.ebance ofthe project . 

Greenhouses are primarily used for increasing crop production 
during of f - sek  Air ~~ is rme of the most dominant 
parameters affecting the plant growth It is already established that air 
inside temperature of a passive greenhouse directly depends upon the 
ambient air temperature, the solar radiation intensity, the overall heat 
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transfer coftffident, the cover material and the wind vdocity. Total 
solar radiation received. by a greenhouse at a particular time and 
location also depends upon its shape as .well as orientation, which 
ultimately determines the inside air temperature. 

The project ~fin;ds practical application in the selectian of 
optimaan shape and orientation of a- greenhouse- thus lowering the 
heating and ~~g loads of the installed systems and saving a lot of 
operating cost. 

Analytical approach of the thermal model 

Three different shapes of single span greenhouses (Fig& lac) have 
been selected for the study. For realistic comparison, length, width and 
height of each shape are kept same viz. 6 m, 4 m and 3 m. Each shape 
is further subdivided into various sections along E-W and N-S 
orientation, The details of each section are shown in Table 1 (E-W 
orientation) and Table 2 (N-S orientalion). 

Figure k View of selected greenhouse shapes in E-W orientation. 
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Table 1: Sert iod detail& selected geometry greedmuses in E-W 
o r i a t i o n  . . 

W d d e t a i l s  
Shape &-south wali, SR- south mof , NW- north wall) 
(&) NR- nortZl   lo of, EVV- ~t *dl, W- west wall 

A= arsa of fhe ith d o n ,  whese i Is 1-6 for even-an,. uneven- span , 
vinery shape, 1-10 f a  mxo&fied arch-& 1-8 for- giro~l~et shape 
lP=hQ== 

1 
E v a  SM& SR@) ' NGbfm NR(4) EW@) WW(6) 
span' 12m2 13AImz 1 M .  13Alm2 10mz lorn2 

(70.82 f3--sdo $=26.56a f!l=eOO p-153.440 V O  p=900 
m2) y e  Y=@ "f1W y =I800 y - y =+900 

990 

Une~pen- !i%V SR . N W  NR EW, . 'IWW 
span 12 m2 18.97m2 12 m2 8.48 rnz 1OmZ ' lorn2 
(7l.45 $ = =  $=18.480. . p* p=1350 - p=W , pE900 
ms) y=@ y=OO : y =1w y '1800 y " y=+W 

900 

Vinery W SR N w .  NR EW WW- 
(59.64 '9.6 12.72 mz 9.6 mz 12.72 7.5 mz 7.5 mz 

1 mz v $ r l O S . ~ P ~  pl* p=w p=!w w r* y=1m y31W y " y = + w  
Y=@ 900 

Table 2: Saxtianal details of selsted gmimetry greenhouses in N-S 
orientation 

. Shape Sstimldata~s 

Uneven- EW . ER WW 
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span 12m* 
(79.45 mz) f3=900 

Y "  
900 

Vinery EW 
(59.64m2) 9.6 mz 

$=71. 
560 

Total solar radiation availability on greenhouse cover 

Hourly s o h  radiation incident on an inched surface of a 
greenhoqx depends upon the time of the day, i.e. the hour angle a, 
nth day of the year (starts from January I), i.e. d e & ~  angle & 
solar altitude angle, ie. a, with horizontal or tP, ivith vertical and 
d a c e  azimuth angle y, latitude angle 9, of a place and angle P of the 
swf~ct with horizc-ttal. The required values of these paxameters have 
been t3nnpuaed (Sethi, 2009). 

. Variation of extraterrestrial radiation 
. - 

where 1, is the radiation. measured on the plane n o d  to the 

radiation on the nth day of the year. 

Value of direct solar radiation in terrestrial region depends 
upon turbidity factor Tr of atmosphere (%.!hi, 2009). 

I ,  = 1,xex~[-Trl(0.9+9.4sin a,)] 
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Rb denotes the ratio of the average daily beam kdiatim on an 
inclined surface to that on a horizontal surface, and then the direct 
beam radiation on an inclined surfstce can be written as 

Itb is a p- geometric parameter, dependent on the horizontal 
tilt, d c e  azimuth, declination angle and latitude. Far surface facing 
directly towards the equator in the Northern Hemisphere, is given by 
the following equation 

cos(@ - /3)cos6cos w + sin(4) -#3)sin S 
Rb = 

cos #cos Scos w + sin #sin S 

, Assuming an isotropic distribution of the diffuse radiation over 
the hemisphere, the diffuse part is only dependent on the horizontal 
indined angle $ and the 'diffuse radiation of the horizontal surface. 
Diffuse radiation on inclined surface is 

This takes into account that the inclined slope sees only a 
portion of the hemisphere. The value of $ for various sections is given 
in Tables 2 and 3 belw. 

ReflectedLight 
The reflected component of total iadiatick is then computed as 
I ;  = . I ,  k l  - c*s( 8)) 1 2 )  (6) 
The v& 'of Y, a $kopefty k t  i&' eqresSGd.by %e albedo factor 

p is given for some ground covers in Table 1 below. - 
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Table 3: Typical reflectivity values for some ground covers 

Lawn 0.205 
Untilted Field 0.26 
Naked Ground 0.17 

Weather-beaten concrete 0.3 
Asphalt 0.15 

Freshsnow . 0.85 
Old snow 058 

The energy of the reflected light is dependent on the ground's 
ability to reflect, a property which is expressed by the-albedo factor p. 
The albedo ranges from 0.1 (asphalt paved road) to 0.9 (snow). 

Radiation on an indined surface 

Expression for total solar radiation falling on an inclined surface of the 
greenhouse is given by the equation below and represented in Fig. 2. 

Figure 2: Sbwing f i e  three tomponents of radiation on an inclined 
surface,Sou~~e:~~J~.~nrhinoene%y.c~rn /solar /radiation 
/tiltedsurface.php) 

The hourly total solar radiation available on the greenhouse 
cover of a selected shape is total s& of solar radiation falling on 
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DdennWg tk Oph'mm Shape m d  Orientation of a Green-... 163 

The hourly total solar radiation available m the gee&- cover of a 
selected 'shape is total sum of solar radiation falling on different 
surfaces (ea& wail and roof) of the greenhouse. Total solar radiation 
available on the greenhouse cover.@ thus given by: 

where 4 and Ii W the d a c e  area of .the it31 &on and total solar 
radiation available on ith section i.e. For E-W the hourly total solar 
radiation is given by: 

For N-S mientation the hourly fotal solar radiation is given by: 

Total solar.radiation falling on inclined d a c e  of the selected 
greenhouse has been computed fusing the computer program written 
in MATLAB) on rtn hourly basis far all the d o n s  of each a p e  of the 
greenhouse in both E-W and N-S orientations, usmg the above 
equations and values in Tables 1;-2 and 3. 

Main pmgram. flow 

The developed mathematical model has been solved wifh the 
help of computer program based on MATLAB software 7.4. The 
program makes use of the MATLAB graphic user interphase (GUI). 
The graphical user interface is a graphical display that contains 
components that enable a user to perform-interactive tasks. 

The GUI components oftslthis model, c'bntain: 

Two push bubons that pi~vid&'the reSet and calculate mode. 

Editable text field boxes which enable the users to enter or 
m o w  text values, 
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Static text boxes to label the pwh buttolls and the editable text 
- field boxes 

Figure 3 below shows the GUSayout of the model 
I 

Figure 3: Tbe GUI layout of the model 

Experimental validation 

The data used for the experimental validation was collected 
from Handbook of S o h  Radiation Data for India 1261. It consists of 
monthly average .hourly global radiation, daily global radiation and 
sunshine hours for New Dew India (280 35% and P 12%) 'and 
Mumbai, India (190 07'N and 720 51%). 
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Determining the Optimum Shape and Orietttation of a Greerrhouse.. . 165 

The hourly total solar radiation incident on different W e d  
and vertical surface of the greenhouse for the selected greenhouse 
shapes in both E-W and N-S orientation is calculated md substituted 
in the model. The obtained values have been compared for each month 
(typical days 'of eadtmanth) in order to determine the mom suitable 
shape and orientation of the selected greenhouse. 

R e d * &  discussion 

Effect of. shape on solar radiation availability -Total solar 
radiatim, availability (on the selected day of eath month) 'for each 
selected shape in E-W orientation is computed and sh&m in Figures 
4-6, as 19 and 28oN latitude, respectively. It was observed that fhe 
uneven-qy~ shape mxives the maximum solar radiation during each 
.month of the year in al l  latitudes; dm to the largest south wall (SW) 
that receives the maximum solar radiatiun during each month as 
'compared to the SW of other shapes. Although the uneven-span shape 
has the smallest north roof m), the redGction in solar radiation on 

roof is not much as compared to the other shapes as north sections 
do not receive the beam radiation. 

Figure 4: A m a l  variation of tat& d a r  radiation availability for 
different &reenhouse &apes in T&W oxienhtion at ON latitude 
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Figure 5: Amad variation of total sol& radiation availability for 
different.greenhouse shapes in E-W orientation at 28 ON latitude 

At 1 9 0 ~  latitude, all greenhous& shap'receive greater amount 
. of solar iadiation h winter k f h s  but less-in summer months Figurea 

4). It &'.due to highest altitude. mgle of the sun during the s&r 
monks, which does not &ow mu& radiation £ram the sidewalls..This 
diffkrbce further increases at 280N lafitude and the solar radiation 
received in winter months is slightly less as compared to the previous 
(Figure 5). 

Yearly total solar radiation availability for all shapes at the 
selected,ktitudes in E-W orientation is shown in P i p e  6i The 
comparison is made with reference to the even-span shape 
greenhouse. At 19~N latitude, uneve&span shape greenhouse receives 
10% more yearly average solar radiation as compared to even-span 
shape greenhouse whereas vinery shape receives 12% less yearly 
average solar radiation as compared .to'even-span shape. Similarly, at 
280N latitude, unevenspan shape receives 8% more average radiation 
as compared to even-span shape whereas vinery shape receives 10% 
less yearly.average solar radiation as compared to even-span shape. 
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Determining the Optimum Shape and Orienttzeon of a Greenhouse. - . 167 

Figare 6: Avidability of total solar radiation for dl the shapes at 
differeat latitades in E-W orientation 

Al&011@ the length, width and beet for all the greenhouse 
shapes is the same (6 m, 4 - n  and 3 m, respectively), due to the 
difference in the ratio of the cover to the floor area (Ac/Ag) of each 
shape, the total amount of solar radiatiim received from the-whole 
greenhouse w d d  automatically be-&rent for ea&. shape and the 
s o h  radiation availability should be a linear function of the cover 
area, bat thh is not me .  A comparison between Ac/Ag ratio and 
yeasly s o h  radiation availability for the selected shapes shows that an 
uneven-span &ape has 0.88% more Ac/Ag ratio as compared to even- 
span but it receives 8.68% and 7.6% more radiation at 19 and 
28.N hkiWes, respectively. Vine'y-shape has 15.8% less Ac/Ag ratio 
but it receives 3.96% and 1.2% less solar radiation at 19 and 280N 
latilade. It can &as be concluded that shape of the greenhouse 
definitely affects the total solar radiation availabWy on it. 

The .&urn variation in total solar radiation availability 
amongst different shapes occurs in June (for swnmer) and in 
December (for wirtter) as shown .in Figs. 7 & 8 at 19oN and 280N 
latitudes, respectively. 

At 190N latitude, in June, an uneven-span shape receives 
14,02% more radiatioh as compared to even-span shdpe (Figure 7) 
whereas vinery shape receive 32.26% less radiation as compared to an 
even-span shape. Similarly, in Deceder, an uneven-span shape 
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mmiw 6.6% mom radiation as cornpafed to even-span shape (Figure 
7 ) w h e z e a s ~ ~  zeceiw6W0 lessradiationascamparedto 
an even- shape It am be ducbed that due to hot &mabe' 
~ ~ ~ a t 1 9 0 N l a ~ , a ~ g r e e n h o u s e , w h i c h  
receives miiniaurm solar radiation would be more suitable. Hence 
-FY'--&pnefetred. 

. F ' v  7: VarMian inl Wd k mdiati~n availability. in June and 
-~ai lthesbapesC]Erwd~)&st~latitude 

Figure 8: Vatriation in totat solar racliation availability in June and 
December for all the shapes (EW orientation) at 28W latitude 

At 280EJ latitude, in Jane, an uneven-spaxi shape ~ecives'9.4% 
more radiation as compared .ta evmpan shape (Figure 8) whereas 
vinery shape receive 22% less radiation as &pared to an e~en-qtan 
shape. Sim.ilarlyf in Ikcedwr, an uneven-span shape receives 402% 
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Determining the Optimt~m Shape and Orientatiolz of a Greenhouse. .. 169 

more radiation as compared to even-span shape (Figure 8) whereas 
vinery shape receive 6.6% less radiation as compared to an even-span 
shape. It can be concluded that due to hot climate throughout the, year 
at 280N lafitude, a greenhouse shape, which receives minimum solar 
radiaiha' would be more suitable. Hence vinery shapes should be 
preferred. 

It can be concluded that due to hot climate throughout the year 
at 19N and 28oN latitudes, a greenhome shape, which receives 
minimum &ar radiation would be more suitable. Hence vinery 
shapes should be preferred. 

a Eflect of m'entation on solar radiation availabiZity 
A comparison of total solar radiation availability during each 

mmfh of the year for even-span greenhouse in E-W and N-S 
orientation at 190N latitude is shown in Figure 9. It is observed that on 
an average, N-S orientation receives more solar radiation during all 
months of the year as compared to E-W orientation. It is because in 
summer, eastern and western sections in N-S orientation receive more 
radiatim as compared to northem and southern sections in E-W 
orientation. At this ktitude ambient air temperatures are high 
throughout the year and E-W orientation which receives less solar 
radiation is more suited, as its app2catim would be held lower inside 
air temperature during the year. 

Figure 9: A comparison of annual variation in total solar radiation 
availability for even-span greenhouse in E-W and N-S orientation at 
196N latitude 
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Figure 10: A comparison of annual variation in total solar radiation 
availability for even-span greenhouse in E-W and N-S orientation at 
28W latitude 

A comparison of total solar radiation availability during each 
month of the year for even-span greenhouse in E-W and N-S 
orientation at 2SoN latitude is shown in Fig. 10. It is also'observed that 
on anaverage, N-S orientation receives more solar radiation during all 
months of the year as compared to 5W orientatidh. It is because in 
sumner, eastern and western sections in N-S orientation receive more 
radiation as compared to northern and southern sections in E-W 
orientation. At this latitude also, ambient air temperatures are high 
throughout h e  year and E-W orientation which receives less solar 
radiation is more suited, as its appli~tion would be held lower inside 
air temperature during the year. For all other shapes like vinery and 
uneven span the trend of solar radiation availability is similar to even- 
span shape & discussed above. 

Room temperature is one of the most important aspects of any 
greenhouse. In some areas, greenhouses shut. down during certain 
months because the temperature is too hot or too cold to produce high- 
quality plants. It is therefore necessary to predict the s o b  radiation 
availability inside the greenhouse in order to determine the optimum 
shape and oriexitation of the greenhouse for a particular location and 
latitude. A model was developed for analyzing the orientation and 
shape of greenhouse which is most suitable for all year round 
applications. 
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Determining the Optimum Shape and Orientatdon of a Greenhoerse.. . 171 

The following conclusions are drawn from the present studies: 

The model developed is very simple and useful to predict the 
solar radiation availability inside the greenhouse. 

* A& temperature remains the highest inside an uneven span 
shape and the lowest in a vinery shape as compared to other 
shapes during differbt months of the year. 
Uneven-span shape greenhouse receives the nta&m solar 
radiation during each month of the year at all latitudes, 
whei&s vinery shape receives the minim- sola; radiation 
during each month of the year at all latitudes. 

* At 19oM and 280N, a vinery shape should be preferred as it 
receives n5nimux-n amount of solar radiation during all months 
of the year. 
At l9oN, east-west orientation should be preferred as it receives 
less solar radiation is summer with small differences in receive 
solar radiation in winter months. With increase of the latitude 
angle, the difference in the radiation received during winter 
month increase as compared to lower altitude. As winters are 
severe and longer at higher altitude angle, E-W orientation 
should be also preferred, as it would provide more radiation in 
winter and less in summer. 
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Determining the Optimam Shape and Orientation of a Greetrhouse.. . 173 

Nomenclafure 

A - surface, [mz] 
L - solw constant, [I= 1367 Wm-21 
It - hourly total radiation on a horizontal surface, [kWm-21 
I& - daily extraterrestrial solar radiation .on a horizontal surface, 
PWm-21 
L - hourly beam radiation, [kWm--21 
I d  - howly CZiffLlSe radiation, [kWm-21 
n - number bf the day of the year starting from the first of January, 
[dimensionless] 
Rb - the ratio of beam radiation on the tilted surface to that on a 
horizontal surface 
St - total solar radiation available ondie greenhouse cover, [kW] 
Greek leftws 
6 - solar d e b t i o n ,  [dkgJ 
'p - angle of the surface with horizontal, [deg] 
cp - latitude of site, [deg] 
r - ground reflectance factbr [dimefl~iodess] 
o - the sunset ktaw angle, [deg] 
y- surface azimuth angle 
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